
APPLICATIONS

BT210S-3D

3D Cutting: Suitable for optical �ber head with low power 3d cutting, power rating 800W.

High Cutting: The overall optimization of optical focusing system, the design of annular gas and 
turbulent �ow, and the �ne adjustment of the focus position, the 3d laser processing is better.

Skinny Nozzle: Modular and skinny nozzle design to reduce workpiece collision interference.

Compact Structure: The weight is very light and compact, reducing the load requirement of 
the robot and improving the cutting speed and quality.

Optional Tip Components

Plane  Three-demensional
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1 Introduc�on 

 

This manual describes the use of RAYTOOLS AG’s 3D 
laser cu�ng system.  
 
The system consists of five parts:  
Robot moun�ng seat, Z-axis driver, 3D magne�c 
collision-avoidance module, driving device and 
other fastening components. 
Fiber collimator is used by compound lens to 
collimate the fiber laser into parallel beam.  
 
Generally, the standard focal length of the focus lens 
is 150mm (if you have the need for processing, 
other focal length op�cs also can be chosen). The 
laser beam goes through the collimator, and then 
arrivals on the focusing lens. When the beam is 
focused by the focusing lens, it emits from the small 
hole at the �p of nozzle. The height sensor unit 
owns drive system, which can make the cu�ng edge 
move follow the workpiece surface.  
 
The travel of the height sensor unit is 30mm, which 
is controlled by the servo motor to ensure the 
smooth    movement and work stability for a long 
�me. The �p of the nozzle assembly includes 
focusing lens and protec�ve lens, the protec�ve 
lens is to isolate the focusing lens from the dust or 
debris. The lens fixing part is connected with the 
cu�ng edge by a screw. Using removable screws to 
separate the lens fixing part from the �p fixing part. The nozzle and the end of the nozzle part are connected by 
screw threads, that controls the airflow of the surface of the workpiece. The nozzle is also equipped with electrical 
signal feedback to keep the �p and workpiece at a constant distance.  
 
This manual goes through the steps of installa�on, setup, opera�on and service of the laser head.   

Figure 1.1 Mechanicals Part 
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2 Installa�on——ELECTRIC PART 

This manual covers the general descrip�on of nouns, interface introduc�on, opera�on, simple fault query and 
other links of CSA9100 control cabinet. The cu�ng head sec�on is not included in this manual. For the cu�ng 
head sec�on, please see the cu�ng head sec�on manual, which describes only its main unit components. 
 
CSA9100 control cabinet is used together with the laser cu�ng head, the control cabinet has reserved user 
interface for users, can control the follow-up mo�on of the laser head. CSA9100 control cabinet is matched with 
the flow fan for cooling, which effec�vely ensures the stable opera�on of the system. As shown in Figure 1.1: 
 

Figure 1.1： RBD controller cabinet 

Mechanicals Part

The system consists of �ve parts: Robot mounting seat, 
Z-axis driver, 3D magnetic collision-avoidance module, 
driving device and other fastening components.
Fiber collimator is used be compound lens to collimate 
the �ber laser into parallel beam.

Generally, the standard focal length of the focus lens is 
150mm (if you have the need for processing, other focal 
length optics also can be chosen). The laser beam goes 
through the collimator, and then arrivals on the focusing 
lens. 

The travel of the height sensor unit is 30mm, which is 
controlled by the servo motor to  ensure the smooth 
movement and work stability for a long time.

SPECIFICATIONS

Model

Model

Focusing Focal lenght

Assist gas pressure

Weight

Cover glass

Diameter of Nozzle tip

Collimator Focal lenght

Clear Aperture

75mm

21mm

125mm, 150mm

≤20bar

~1.2 kg

0.8mm, 1.0mm, 1.2mm,1.5mm,
2.0mm, 2.5mm, 3.0mm.

φ27.9 x 4.1mm
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When the calibration is �nished, switch from HOLD to RUN. Due to possible external factor which may cause the 
abnormal working of RBD, it is suggested checking equipment, interface and doing calibration before power on 
every day.  

 

3.2  Beam Calibra�on： 

3.2.1 Beam centering 
See Figure 3.2 for loca�ons of adjuster screws on cu�ng heads. 
Loosen or �ghten the screws with a 2.55mm hex wrench un�l the 
beam is center in the �p. Make sure the beam is centered in the 
�p. One common method is to use a piece of translucent tape：  
(1) Put a piece of translucent tape on the end of the Gas Jet 

Tip.  

(2) Turn on the laser’s internal red aiming beam and observe 
the posi�on of the beam on the tape rela�ve to the nozzle 
orifice. Use the adjuster screws to center the red dot on 
the nozzle orifice.  

(3) Next power up the laser at a power se�ng of 80W-100W 
and take a shot.  

(4) Tear down the tape and check whether the hole is centered in the nozzle orifice. 

(5) A series of adjustments and shots may be needed un�l the beam is centered in the Gas Jet Tip.  

Figure3.2 Beam Centering 
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This method needs a series of adjustments and is the basic opera�on of any laser centering. 
3.2.2 Se�ng Focus Posi�on 

BT230 is equipped with a adjustable lens holder that allows 
you to move the laser focal point to op�mize the laser 
processing.  The lens has a total of 15mm of movement. 
You should find the focal point before cu�ng.  
 
There are a lot of ways to find the focal point. One of them 
is to paste crepe paper at the end of the �p: 

1. Adjust the Focus Dial Knob to the largest scale 
and power up the laser at a power se�ng of 80-100W 

2. Take a laser shot on the crepe paper each 
movement of less than 0.55mm (the nearer the movement 
is, the be�er) 

3. Take shots several �mes. Find the smallest shot and its relevant scale is the best focus. (The focal point is 
just on the nozzle orifice.) 

 

Figure3.3  Focus Position  

Beam Centering

Focus Position

BT210S-3D

3D cutting kit Raytool BT210S-3DModel

Fiber interface

Power Rating
Clear Aperture

Collimator Focal length

Focusing Focal length

Collimating protective glass

Focus protective glass

Assist gas Pressure

Nozzle adapter

Weight
Z slider
Heigh sensing controller

Scope of supply

QBH, QCS

≤1.5kW

25mm

100mm

150mm

φ24.9 x 1.5mm

φ27.9 x  4.1mm

≤20bar

0.8mm, 1.0mm, 1.2mm,1.5mm,
2.0mm, 2.5mm, 3.0mm.

~1.8 kg
travel 30mm, with motorized servo

CSA9100

+ Cutting head 3D BT210S-3D: BT210SRC14
(100:150)
+ Z motor slider: 211MDS0095
+ BMQ controller for Z: 551AB60006
(BMQ Yaskawa-7-100W (include power cable)
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